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Digital maturity level of energy companies  

Optimization an existing digital maturity tool programmed on EXCEL/VBA basis.  

(i) Optimization of function and database for energy companies 

(ii) Transfer to Python, enable online survey and evaluation 

(iii) empirical survey of European energy companies 

(iv) empirical survey of International energy companies 

 

Preferred qualification: knowledge of Excel/VBA and python programming 

language is an asset. Ability to deep into programming is always welcome. 

 

 

Analysis of energy consulting market 

1) How does the European energy consulting market look like? To receive a 

better understanding of all relevant actors a research of potential customers 

and their clustering is essential: 

(i) Potential customers from the political field 

(ii) Potential customers from the industry 

(iii) Potential customers from other businesses   

 

2) How does a service portfolio of energy consulting firms look like? What are 

the core services an energy consulting firm need to receive orders? 

(i) Compile the perfect service portfolio for a successful energy 

consulting company 

(ii) What tools are needed to conduct these services? 

 

3) Analysis of the big four consulting companies – what do they offer in the field 

of energy consulting? 

 

Your thesis serves basic research and is either literature-based or empirically 

conducted. The start is possible immediately. A speedy start is both possible and 

desirable. You are welcome to bring your own ideas. Writing your thesis in English 

is desirable. The current Covid-19 crisis requires digital communication - this should 

not be an issue. 
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